Science experiments on the Moon.

astronauts to walk around, work, and conduct space agency's effort to design a new spacesuit Wright State in 2011, has played a key role in the Aitchison, who earned a keep them alive. 2024, Lindsay Aitchison's handiwork will help When NASA astronauts return to the Moon in Alumni spotlight NASA article Engineers (IISE) for her scholarship and Combs also recently received a top national college engineering honor society. It is the third award Combs has received from the prestigious award. by Tau Beta Pi for her service, a highly student Kara Combs has been named a Laureate Wright State University graduate engineering Tau Beta Pi Laureate award latest honor for Tau Beta Pi Award
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New Hampshire and Systems undergraduate track Would prepare to support the nation's future in human-systems and multidisciplinary in nature, focusing on integrating more business and psychology, with technical applications and technology for the benefit of people.

Teaching award Dr. Robert Myers and Yara Hakim

Congratulations to Dr. Robert Myers and Yara Hakim

 winner of the 2021 Beaver Award

Aitchison, who earned a master's degree in psychology, with less math, to emphasize technology for the benefit of people. We are excited to announce a new track within our ISE program which is multidisciplinary in nature, focusing on integrating more business and psychology, with technical applications and technology for the benefit of people.

New Humans and Systems undergraduate track Would prepare to support the nation's future in human-systems and multidisciplinary in nature, focusing on integrating more business and psychology, with technical applications and technology for the benefit of people.